
IPMPDU 
KITAOTAO 

April 18 – 20, 2008 



Streamers posted at Sinuda, Kitaotao 



Leveling with the baganis and tribal leaders 

Both the Bae and the Datu practice their tribal dance 

Registration begins  early on the 18th of April 2008 

The congregation starts the program with a prayer led by the Baylan 



Everybody listens to the lecture as Datu Bawan Taga Enod Jake Lanes discusses 
about KTE 

A film showing about the “Killing Fields”  

Again gathered listening keenly on the topic of “KTE” 

Clustering of the local chapter of the MIPCPD and likewise holding their election 



The Matigsalog tribe enjoys their tribal dance 

A day ended in prayer by the Matigsalogs 

Registration  for the 2nd day 

Second day of the event as they all prayed for guidance from the Lord 



Map tracking exercise led by SOT officer, LT FROILAN VALDEZ 

The Matigsalogs carefully listen as the history of the tribe is being 
discussed  



A prayer is offered after the discussion  

Datu Ramon discusses the violations and abuses of the CPP-NPA and the AFP 

The film “Killing Fields” is shown before the night ends on the second day of the 
IPMPDU 

Native chickens and a pig is sacrificed during the ritual  



The Final Program’s national anthem led by Bae Zenaida Mongcal 

Datu Martin Dumacon, Chairman of the MIPCPD Matigsalog-Manobo chapter 
gives his welcome remarks 

Datu Mancombate Deo Manpatilan led the oath taking of the elected officers of 
the local chapter of the MIPCPD 

A speech is delivered by one of the guests of the “Kalivulungan” 



Testimony from the  victims of CPP-NPA-NDF 

Declaration of State of the tribe led by 
Datu Ceasar Mangado Jr., Kagawad of 
Brgy. Sinuda 

Commanding officer of Task Force 
“Gantangan” COL ALLEN CAPUYAN 
delivers his message during the tribal 
assembly 



The resolutions are signed by the parties concerned  



“Pakang” or peace pact between the Matigsalog-Manobo tribal 
assembly and the AFP 


